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Drawing from her vir tuosic skills as a former Master Printer and informed by ex tensive travels, Belinda
Fox creates meticulously layered works centred on the dualit y of human experience. Slipping seamlessly
bet ween painting, ceramics, sculpture, printmaking and collaboration, the ar tist responds to the dif ferent
t ypes of conflict endemic to the human condition. In her search for balance and harmony, Fox’s work
ultimately of fers the viewer revelator y moments of meditation on the enduring resilience of humanit y.
Fox’s new series of ceramics and works on paper is thematically pivoted on the current refugee crisis and
its precarious position in our collective consciousness. Appropriating a media photograph depicting a
sinking refugee boat – an image that has sadly become ubiquitous – the works distil the calamit y of this
global issue. For the ar tist, these refugees are a microcosmic cross -section of ‘humanit y in all its guises’;
they are brave, scared, helping, hindering, they hold on and they let go. ‘It’s ex tremely hard to paint these
works’ says Fox, ‘it’s painful, but also humbling to take this moment into my own hear t.’ In a harrowing
moment frozen in time, thin veils of watercolour render tempestuous waves with an incongruous delicacy,
while faint, faceless figures scramble up the sinking ship like already -forgot ten presences washed away
from collective memor y. Some of the works on paper are hand stained with singed tones, fur ther kindling
the silent suf fering of these desperate people that smolders in the buried pages of histor y.
Meanwhile, striking ceramic vessels craf ted in collaboration with renowned ceramicist Neville French
incarnate the show’s title, ‘Tilt’. Sloping vessels warp and bend unnaturally, adorned with trickling glazes,
bleeding line work, milk y sur faces, shell - like cracks and foamy mat t glazes to evoke the power of the sea.
Working on the wheel, French pushed some pieces of f their axis or placed them on their side to look as if
they have been tossed over, while others were made with small bases to appear floating. But tressing this
emblematic precariousness are shards of safet y orange – symbols of hope and redemption.

While tackling this highly politicised and divisive issue, Fox consciously avoids prescribing fixed responses
to the works – the viewer must instead decide where they sit in this conflicting scene, forging a quiet
discussion about our way for ward. This neutralit y is aided by the aesthetic allure of the works, their
sur face beaut y disarming the viewer and luring them, gently, into this confronting realit y. Ultimately the
works symptomise more than the refugee crisis; they embody the volatilit y of our era. They tacitly invoke
the precarious line that divides hope and despair, empathy and cruelt y, beaut y and decay. ‘The world is
tipping’ says Fox, ‘Do you feel it? Which way will it fall? ’
Belinda Fox is a multidisciplinar y ar tist working in painting, printmaking, drawing, sculpture and ceramics.
Fox is fast becoming an impor tant figure in the field of contemporar y Australian ar t and has also forged
an international career showing in Hong Kong, Singapore and now residing in Europe. She has won many
prestigious awards and has received several notable residencies including a sculpture project with Urban
Ar ts Projects (UAP) in Shanghai, printmaking residencies at C.A.P Studios, Thailand and Skopelos, Greece.
Her work has been showcased at major ar t fairs in Singapore, Korea, Jakar ta and Australia and is held
in major collections including the Ar t Galler y of New South Wales, National Galler y of Victoria, National
Galler y of Australia, Manly Ar t Galler y & Museum, QUT Ar t Museum, Ar tbank, Fremantle Ar ts Centre, Print
Council Of Australia, Swan Hill Regional Galler y and Wollongong Universit y. In 2016 a monograph of Fox’s
practice was published by Gof f editions, USA, titled Back to the Star t.
Belinda Fox and Neville French have been collaborating for over six years across four bodies of work, which
have been shown in Sydney, Canberra, Hong Kong and, now, Manly Ar t Galler y & Museum. During those years
the ar tists’ ceramic pieces have been collected by The National Galler y of Victoria, The National Galler y of
Australia (French), The Wollongong Universit y Collection, Manly Ar t Galler y and Museum, Hamilton Regional
Galler y, and many private collections. Numerous ar ticles have been published in national and international
ar t journals and they have also been a finalist in 2016 for the Gold Coast International Ceramic Ar t Award.

NEVILLE FRENCH ON COLL ABORATION
Tell us a little about yourself and your practice
I’ve been working as a ceramic ar tist for over for ty years and create wheel thrown porcelain vessels that
are gently altered to express notions of place. I use the idiosyncratic quality of ceramic glazes to express
ephemeral ef fects of light, weather and time. My work is paired down to convey an elemental sense of
environments such as the vast topography and silent spaces at Lake Mungo in southern NSW, a place of
profound and cultural spiritual significance. When I collaborate with Belinda the places she conjures in her
paintings are my inspiration.
You first worked with Belinda Fox over six years ago – what inspired this initial collaboration?
Belinda was looking for someone to create pots for her to draw on and contacted me via an email. I had
never considered collaborating with another ar tist and the thought of someone drawing on my vessels didn’t
appeal. However I was curious to know more about her desire to work on ceramic for ms and we agreed to
meet and discuss her ideas. It was clear from the beginning that we shared an interest in the fragile beauty
of environments, and I liked the high level of skill and expressive use of line in her prints and paintings.
She wanted to relate 3d for ms to her 2d works and had star ted experimenting with drawing on pots in a
limited way during a residency in Greece. I thought combining the expressive quality of ceramic glazes with
her drawing had potential and we agreed to experiment on some lar ge porcelain tiles to see what we could
create through combining our skills and knowledge. I prepared some clay slips that could be used for inlay,
sgraf fito or tonal washes and left Belinda to experiment. I then bisque fired these tests and worked over
her mark making with various layers of dif ferent glazes to add fur ther expression. The sur faces were ver y
successful and a unique blend of our skills and had a strong connection to her 2d works, so we agreed to
explore the combined techniques on vessels. We have extended and developed this over the years.
What do you enjoy about collaboration and, conversely, are there any limitations?
Collaborating with another ar tist requires courage. We take risks with each other’s work and accept the
possibility of failure. We are candid with each other when evaluating results, tr ust our instincts and remain
open to new ways of thinking about the work we make together. It’s a joy to share the development of ideas

and work with someone who is master ful in their ar t. Belinda has exceptional skill in drawing and a willingness
to experiment and push boundaries and there is wonder ful sensitivity in her work and material beauty. When
she draws on my pots she adds a dynamic play of spaces that’s ver y engaging. Sometimes she introduces
elements that are unconventional, like the fluro colours in ‘Tilt’.
One of the dif ficulties we face is that we work from studios that are far apar t. Belinda lives in The Hague in the
Netherlands and I live and work in Buninyong in r ural western Victoria. We’ve had to work in intensive bursts
when she has visited Australia. For ‘Tilt, we worked together in my studio at Buninyong and closely obser ved
each other’s techniques, discussing our thoughts as we worked.
Tell us about the glazes you developed for ‘Tilt’
We discussed a palette of colours that would relate to the 2d works Belinda was developing and I began
experimenting with a range of dif ferent limestone glazes that could be layered and fused to the porcelain
sur faces to develop frosty blues, water y blues, grey/greens, whites, and metallic browns, some flecked with
ash, others crazed, cr ystalline, fluid, glossy, viscous, matt, satin, opaque and transparent. I like to use local
raw materials such as granite stone and wood ashes in some of my glazes and I experimented with redgum
and poplar wood ash to create pale green, speckled, satin matt sur faces that would have an af finity with the
colour and texture of the or ganic washes in Belinda’s lar ge digital prints. The mineral oxide impurities in the
ash fleck the sur face of the glaze and the soft subtle colouration is unique and contrasts well with other glaze
characteristics.
Are there any experimental aspects to this collection of works?
Our work has always been experimental and continues to evolve. I began this collection by creating new for ms
that would relate to the sea and unease evoked in Belinda’s lar ge painting Tilt I. I threw new porcelain for ms
on the potter y wheel and manipulated the soft shapes to create flowing contours. I experimented with pushing
for ms of f their axis so they would lean precariously, dented pieces by leaning the soft pliable for ms against
each other, toppled pieces over to rest on their side, juxtaposed, stacked, and placed pieces inside one

another to echo the instability and compassion evoked in the painting. Some for ms were washed with slips or
oxides before glazing others are painted with br ushed lines, incised or inlaid. The vessel sur faces are then
fur ther developed with dif ferent glazes br ushed and layered with subtle colour and texture juxtaposed to give
a sense of the sea and light and to create evocative associations with the 2d imager y. We experimented with
jar ring fluro safety colour and discovered this was surprisingly ef fective in creating a sense of unease and
linked the vessels directly with the fluro colour used in the painting. One of the features of this exhibition
is the ver y lar ge digital prints and the way the vessels relate. Special display stands have been designed
and commissioned with black glass tops that will be positioned to reflect the sur faces of both the print and
vessels together and create an ambiguous and unsettling space in the reflective image.
Did you and Belinda work
from specific plans/studies,
or were the vessels created
organically?
We began by meeting and
discussing the theme Belinda
was exploring in her painting
and our ideas for this show. I
responded in my own way to
the theme after receiving some
images of Belinda’s paintings
and the other references. As
the tests and works evolved
we exchanged images and
discussed the results by email. It

was a great way to develop a strong
connection with each other’s work
as it evolves and helped Belinda
to develop drawings and ideas.
When we’re working in the studio
together time is precious and work
is intensely concentrated. This
was the first time we’ve worked
together in the same studio and it
provided oppor tunities to expand
our techniques and to more easily
discuss the glazes and develop
sur faces. The vessels are created
or ganically and intuition plays a
lar ge par t in the choices we make.
This was the first-time Belinda
could experiment with the glazing process. We are both responsible for the development of the sur faces and
often use under glaze slips and oxides in conjunction with multiple layers of glaze. Belinda develops the line
work and I develop glaze blends and explore the layering needed to give the sur face the depth, colour nuance
and vitality. The firing is critical for some desired sur face qualities and this is solely my responsibility, as it
requires specialist knowledge and experience.
Walk us through a day in the Fox-French studio
Belinda stays with us in Buninyong so we can make an early star t in my studio. She has preliminar y drawings
that she’s bought with her and has considered how she might develop the sur face of some of the for ms from
images I have sent.

We star t working in the studio at 7am.
Belinda works in the main studio where the bisque fired, dr y and leatherhard pots are sitting on benches and
shelves. She lays out her equipment and we discuss the possible ways the sur faces might be developed. We
consider an A3 image she has brought with her of the scaled up digital print to gain an appreciation of the
colour, texture and weight of line and how the ceramic pieces might relate. I show her the glaze test tiles I
have created and how they respond to the light that falls on them. We discuss how the glazes could be used
in combination, separately, juxtaposed with slips and oxide washes. We talk about how we can extend the
techniques that we have used in the past and decide which glazes we will begin with.
Belinda star ts with a lar ge for m that she intends to incise with lines while I work in the adjoining glaze
preparation area and begin carefully weighing out, mixing and sieving small batches of the glazes we will
use. Periodically we stop to look at the piece and note the options for glazing. We decide that the sur face
should be par tially inlaid with slip and other lines left so they can be filled with transparent glaze that will
pool in the line to shift the tone. The exterior should be glazed with water y reflective glazes, crazed in areas
and matte to semi matte towards the top. The interior will be matte pale green poplar ash glaze. We make
notes, as the glazing on this piece will be done later after the piece has been bisque fired.
After a shor t lunch break we discuss another piece and the process begins again. This one is bisque fired
and Belinda decides to scrape back the dark slip I applied to the interior to lighten the tone around the rim.
She washes pale slips on the exterior and overlays this with br ushed gestural lines. We decide to make this
piece pale blue and water y with a slate blue colour inside and I consider the best way to achieve the ef fect.
The glaze test tiles provide a tangible reference for Belinda and assist with decisions about their use on
for ms. After a quick demonstration of the way to br ush the glaze and build up the required thickness she
star ts glazing the interior of one of the small bowls with redgum ash glaze.
I ball up some clay and star t throwing on the wheel to remake one of the new shapes that cracked in the
bisque and modify the wall thickness and design.
We finish work at 5pm.

BE LINDA FOX
Remnant
watercolour, acr ylic, encaustic wa x, drawing on board
40 x 50 cm
$ 4,200 – SOLD

BE LINDA FOX
Tilt I
archival pigment print on paper mounted to dibond aluminium, ed. 3
240 x 590 cm
$14,000

BE LINDA FOX
Tilt I (detail)
archival pigment print on paper mounted to dibond aluminium, ed. 3
123 x 300 cm
$14,000

BE LINDA FOX
Tilt II
archival pigment print on paper mounted to dibond aluminium, ed 3
240 x 194 cm
$ 6,000 (ed. 1 SOLD, ed. 2 + 3 available)

BE LINDA FOX
Tilt II (detail)
archival pigment print on paper mounted to dibond aluminium, ed 3
240 x 194 cm
$ 6,000 (ed. 1 SOLD, ed. 2 + 3 available)

BE LINDA FOX
Witness I
watercolour, acr ylic, drawing on board
50 x 40 cm
$ 4,200 – SOLD

BE LINDA FOX
Witness II
watercolour, acr ylic, drawing on board
40 x 50 cm
$ 4,200 – SOLD

BE LINDA FOX AND NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 1
Porcelain with slips, woodash & limestone glazes & acr ylic
38 x 30 x 28 cm
$ 3,900

BE LINDA FOX AND NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 3
porcelain inlaid and incised with wood ash & limestone glazes
28 x 28 x 32 cm
$ 3,900 – SOLD

BE LINDA FOX AND NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 4 (front and back)
Porcelain incised with wood ash & limestone glazes
26 x 26 x 33 cm
$ 3,900

BE LINDA FOX AND NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 5a + 5b
Porcelain inlaid & incised - wood ash & limestone glazes & acr ylic
21 x 16 x 15 cm ; 20 x 20 x 23 cm
$1,800 each

BE LINDA FOX AND NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 6
Porcelain with brushed oxide and acr ylic
23 x 23 x 45 cm ; 18 x 16 x 30 cm
$ 3,900

BE LINDA FOX AND NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 7
Porcelain with oxides/slips & woodash and limestone glazes
34 x 34 x 30 cm
$ 3,900

BE LINDA FOX AND NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 8
Porcelain with oxides/slips & woodash and limestone glazes
33 x 33 x 30 cm
$ 3,900

BE LINDA FOX AND NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 9
Porcelain with oxides/slips & wood ash and limestone glazes
36 x 27 x 22 cm
$ 3,400

BE LINDA FOX AND NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 12
Porcelain inlaid & brushed slips - wood ash & limestone glazes & acr ylic
30 x 32 x 20 cm
$ 3,200

BE LINDA FOX AND NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 13 (front and back)
Porcelain inlaid and incised with wood ash & limestone glazes
26 x 26 x 30 cm
$ 3,900 – SOLD

NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 14
Porcelain with woodash and limestone glazes
32 x 29 x 16 cm ; 26 x 33 x 9 cm
$ 2,800

NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 15
Porcelain with slips, woodash & limestone glazes & acr ylic
30 x 20 x 24 cm
$ 3,400

NE VILLE FRENCH
Tilt 16
Porcelain with slips, woodash and limestone glazes
32 x 28 x 24 cm
$ 3,400
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